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NEEDED TO HELP AI 

The Trainers

CRDITS BIG THINK

>>> People will train AI for being smarter (coders) or more aligned with
our company (sociologists, psychologists,. soft skills)

>>> Prepare AI to make it work properly, adapting the right tune, 
culture, voice and values of the company, and not just a standard
machine solution.

>>> Ex: VA's of banks and media should not behave  in the same way.
They need human trainers to adquire the right behavioral response

>>> As AI gets better and expectations higher, the trainers need to train
in fine tuning /hig personalized situations.



#1 - PEOPLE ARE
NEEDED TO HELP AI 

The Trainers

CRDITS BIG THINK

This new function will be highly relevant for the company, allowing
AI to get the right company personality, values and culture.  

There must a perfect fit between people and machines, not only at
customer care level, but also management decision taking.

AI will be a brand and the face of the company, within a set of
touchpoints. 



AI involves machines that can perform tasks

characteristic of human intelligence: planning,

understanding language, recognizing objects and

sounds, learning, and problem solving.

 

 

Machine Learning is simply a way of achieving AI. It is

a way of “training” an algorithm so that it can learn

how. “Training” involves feeding huge amounts of data

to the algorithm and allowing the algorithm to adjust

itself and improve.

QUICK REMINDER



MACHINE LEARNING
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The Explainers

CRDITS BIG THINK

The explainers : decision on Blackbox AI or open + explain the
business consequences of each of the solutions. It´s about the
implementation.

They  have to explain the management when to use one or the
other technologies and develop the best decisions. 

Like digital  and innovation,: MKt /Own / All
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The Sustainers

CRDITS BIG THINK

The sustainers have to look  for the ongoing implications of the use
of AI.  Is it being used at expected? What KPI should be looking for?

It´s not about the implementation, but the proper use of AI.

Ethics, transparency, data access, healthy business, sustainable
relationship with clients. This has to be adressed by someone within
the company or from outside but working with the C Suite.

We have to ensure AI implementations use the right policies, like
compliance guarantees a set of policies in other areas.
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The AICoachers

CRDITS BIG THINK

They will help people in the organizations to
embrace AI , change from a mindset where they
fear the  end of humanity to another where we will
become better at being much more effective at
businesses while having a better life, saving the
environment, curing diseases, explore the universe,
and even understanding ourselves.
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For tech companies?

CRDITS BIG THINK

This roles  where people are needed to help AI get traction
with the right use and ethics, adapting an appropriate brand
behavioral attitude, will rise until 2022.

It is not about tech companies only, but for all companies
that  are adapting digital platforms, using cloud / DDD.

It is for every single company.
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Amplify

CRDITS BIG THINK

People empowerment. This is where  AI is used to give people
superpowers, allowing a whole new set of possible output,  with
more options, more data, faster possibilities that do not come of of
standard pattern, but of personalized data driven options.

Ex: Autodesk - used to be limited specific engineers needs

AI can amplifies Autodesks use with a set of thousand of possible
options that  with a set of constrains and parameters set by the
designer, that then does the final tune and micro personalized skin,
producing a truly unique final outcome.



we become superheroes

AI AMPLIFIES
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Interact

CRDITS BIG THINK

Interaction happens when we let AI do the best of its capabilities, to
allow humans to focus on what brings more value.

Ex: Chatbots can help not only faster, 24/7 service, but allow
customer service to have more time to  focus on adding value on
clients that need deeper attention.  

The aim is to serve customers more effectively, automating the
mundane taks to give time to real people to deliver the best value:
empathize and interact with customers.
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Interact

CRDITS BIG THINK

AI can work as a wingman,  with virtual
assistants that listen to conversations
within the transactions, understand the
compliance issues, implications, regulations
and a set of interactive rules of both laws,
compliance and ethics .

AI then  provides the necessary help (with
no privacy issues), sometimes with push,
allowing a second layer of interaction with
people, when customer needs & allows.
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Embody
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People working together with AI, embodying the physical
capabilities of robotics, but evolving from a past where
humans were substituted by machines and automation in
plants, to a future where they work together as one.

The new automation is not build to a production of scale, but
designed for flexibility and customized personalization.
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Mercedes S Class Example:

. Too much automation for clients needs of personalization;

. Reverse Engineering with more people, co-bots that people
can dynamically adapt and that evolve over time;

. Collaborative AI/H work delivered best results, with a
combined blend of people, automation and AI.



THANK YOU
HAVE A NICE DAY, 

THE WORKPLACE WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN. AND YOU, ARE YOU PREPARED
TO HAVE A GREAT TIME AT THE SUN, WITH AI COVERING YOUR BACK, WHILE YOU
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FINAL TUNE AND THE REAL VALUE?
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